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Plan

1. Brief contextual summary

2. Strategic planning within the framework of domestic law: required 
authorizations, how to seize the moment

3. Strategic planning outside the the domestic framework: inherent 
land sovereignty



Brief contextual summary

• The objectives of mining companies 

• The steps to mining exploitation and the different categories of rights: 
• Personal Rights
• Real Rights and Property Rights 

• Claim
• Mining leases and concessions 

• Different types of IBAs 

• Limitations to the presentation 

• The need for the proper balance of power at the negotiation table



Strategic planning within domestic law: 
required authorizations, seizing the moment

1) Stay informed (examples):

2) Consult the Public Register of Real and Immovable Mining Rights
1. Claims, mining leases, offer to purchase, but not the exploration permits 

etc.

2. Particular authorizations (ex: constructions)

• Understand and consult GESTIM

• Consult reports filed by mining companies with the Autorité des 
marchés financiers (AMF)



Mining obligations 

2) Know the obligations mines must respect to maintain their titles:

• CLAIMS

• Must carry out work

• Must be granted authorization by the Minister before starting the 
construction phase



Mining obligations (continued)
MINING LEASE OR CONCESSION

• Mining development and restoration plan

• Certificate of Authorization under the Environment Quality Act

• Report to Minister

• Prior Public Consultation

• Establishment of a Monitoring Committee

• Work carried out 



Minister’s discretionary powers

3) Quickly and clearly notify the Minister of the 
community’s needs and requests

• Impose conditions (claim and lease)

• Suspend or cease work (claim)

• Request additional information (lease) 

• Request additional consultations



Strategic planning outside the state framework

1. Need to establish an opposing discourse: IBAs are public contracts, 
in the generic sense of the word, they are not « mere commercial 
contracts »

• IBAs affect government actors and common resources

• They have long-term intra- and intergenerational effects

• They foresee the renunciation or suspension of rights, sometimes
even fundamental rights



Strategic planning outside the state 
framework(continued)
2. Community strength

• Maintaining social cohesion in the community 

• Importance of careful deliberation over all projects, 
especially in the preliminary phases of the project



Strategic planning outside the state 
framework(continued)
3. Exercising inherent state sovereignty: establish a normative 

framework to receive or reject exploitation projects

• Mobilization of principles arising from ancestral legal traditions

• Mobilization of community democracy

• Exercising the inherent right to autonomy



Strategic planning outside the state 
framework(continued)
4. Favouring alternative dispute resolutions or maintaining 

uncertainty

• Search for harmony and maintaining hegemony

• Ensuring respect of rights during negotiations

• Multiplicity and choice of recourses



Conclusion

Other key legal elements to consider

• Securing land title 

• Ensure respect for all rights, including:
• Right to economic, cultural and social development

• « Free, prior, and informed consent »


